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The new motion capture is used to enhance the
video-game realism in five key areas: animation,

player movement, ball movement, ball control and
AI. The new motion capture system is used to

enhance the realism of FIFA 22 player movement.
Player movement data collected from live action is

used to create the moves and animations of real-life
players. The new motion capture technique
captures the movements of 22 players and

incorporates them into FIFA’s refined Player Control
System (PCS) and new Ball Control System. This
allows for full body movement for more realistic

player animation. New Player Evolution models in
FIFA 22’s new Player Controls system use the real-
life player movement from the match to add more
realistic player movement. For example, a player

who uses a physical vertical pass to get on the end
of a lofted pass, will have a precise weight transfer
from front foot to back foot to add greater realism

to the move. FIFA 22 introduces several new
grappling animations, including head clashes, more

classic tackles from the top and bottom, and the
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ability to launch attacks from the ground. In
addition, players react with a new contextual

animation to the ball spinning in the air from a kick
off, free kicks and throw-ins. FIFA 22 also adds an

array of new contextual animations, with each
animation conveying the player’s style of tackling

(physical or head-first tackle), a warning to the
opponent of intent to attack, and the distance and
timing of a throw-in. Each style of player tackling

has a unique set of interactions. The style of
tackling will also affect which opponent a player

tackles, which tackles to use when breaking from a
tackle, and whether that tackle is more successful if
it hits the player’s leg or the player’s head. FIFA’s
contextual animations have been reworked in a

number of significant ways. While these new
animations are more dynamic and effective, they

are also easier to learn and have improved
accessibility. FIFA 22 highlights: Tempo Control FIFA
22 contains a new “tempo control” feature, which

lets players accelerate and decelerate
instantaneously. This allows the player to perfectly
time a run, defender-to-defender pass, or simple

release of pressure into a tackle. This tempo control
feature is present in all game modes. Match Flow

The match flow has been revised to prevent players
from

Fifa 22 Features Key:

Capture the essence of the real-world in all 22 footballing
environments through the implementation of ‘HyperMotion
Technology™’
A new ‘booster pack’ system enables players to take their clubs
to new heights through new player collectibles and keeper
updates
‘Manager Mode’ will allow users to take control of their
favourite players and their club, leading their squad’s journey
to glory
New crowd chants, new style and presentation music, and the
return of the iconic ‘Goal!’ celebrations make this the most
authentic FIFA experience yet
FIFA 22 represents the latest evolution of the franchise,
featuring the biggest release of updates ever in a single FIFA
game. Additionally, FIFA Ultimate Team has been completely
rebuilt from the ground up, giving fans unprecedented control
over their squad and the depth of content to be discovered.
CUSTOMISATION 

FIFA Ultimate Team

Build your Ultimate Team from a pool of over 2,000 clubs,
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14,000 real players and 20,000 authentic kits.

More than 75 million annual sessions have been played online
alone, with countless videos and photos created and shared on
Facebook. With so many millions of fans across the globe
driving a massive eSports culture, giving players, fans and
brands a voice that is heard worldwide with millions of
discussions and pages published every day. POSSIBLE IN THE
FUTURE 

Growth of eSports

Retailers are now stocking energy drinks, accessories and
clothing with the number of dedicated eSports bars growing
rapidly around the world. Players have also started travelling to
combine with fans to participate in major finals, and young fans
take the next step by joining grassroots teams to be part of the
eSport experience.

Take a closer look at the key figures below to see how the
eSports industry is expanding.

World wide followers

Ahead of ESL One Cologne, ESL One Cologne, which features
the top teams from Europe and North America battling it out in
Cologne, the 
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The World’s Popular Football Simulation Game.
A Football Game That’s Been Made To Level
The Playing Field Powered by Football™, EA
SPORTS™ FIFA 22 brings the game even closer
to the real thing with fundamental gameplay
advances and a new season of innovation
across every mode. Bigger, Brighter and More
Beautiful Stadia The biggest stars are on the
biggest stages, with new stadiums built with
distinctive new aesthetics to create a game
world that’s never been more immersive or
spectacular. Optimised Player Animation,
Physics and Ball Control Powered by the next
generation of EA SPORTS IGNITE engine
technology, FIFA 22 delivers the most precise
and authentic player animation and ball
control. The Most Important Game Modes In
The World of Football Optimised Soccer Passes
and the All-New Try Attack System Powered by
the powerful new, all-new FIFA Interactive
Network™, FIFA 22 lets players take the most
important football decisions of all at the most
critical moments. First-Ever 2-vs-2 Online
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Seasons FIFA 22 features the first-ever 2-vs-2
offline and online seasons, which means you
can now play with any team you want in any
game mode at any time, all with your friends.
FIFA Ultimate Team™ Gets Real From a wider
range of more accurate national teams and
improved league and cup performances, to
faster gameplay, pack designs, and more, FIFA
Ultimate Team™ in FIFA 22 brings a new level
of authenticity and depth to a football video
game that can’t be replicated. FIFA 22 Brings
The Hardest Twos Game To The World Of
Football The all-new ‘FIFA Hardest Twos’ game
mode in FIFA 22 allows players to try to
become the best defenders in the world in this
unique mode that tests players’ skill and
endurance. The Complete New Season The
new season format includes ten stages, with
two qualifying and a Championship Cup. Now
it’s up to you to dominate the Champions
League™. The All-New, Family Friendly New
Features New series of edited-for-adults
content that parents can use to monitor their
kids’ engagement with the game. The World’s
Greatest Playlists More than 250 playlists
available in-game, including ‘The Beast’,
‘Superstar Ultimate bc9d6d6daa
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Choose from over 350 of the world’s best players,
and make the dream team that plays just like you.
Get ready for Ultimate Team by improving your
players with cards, coins, and new kits. With Game
Changers, make trades with real-world footballers to
earn new and exclusive cards, coins and kits.
Ultimate Team also provides deeper development
for your players as they adapt their game play to
new situations, with more tactical ways to approach
the game. MyClub – Experience more moments with
the world’s best players as you build your dream
squad, use the power of your players through
Tactics, train your players through the MyPLAYER
Training Centre, and manage your roster and
improve your skills in a way that’s never been
possible before. STADIUM PREPARATION Create the
ultimate experience with the most immersive
stadiums in the entire franchise. Since FIFA 17, FIFA
has made stadiums their main focus of attention.
Over 160 new stadiums have been added to the
game, ranging from small community stadiums to
colossal stadiums with capacity of up to 60,000
fans. Stadia are now integral part of the game and
boast thousands of different elements, from shaded
areas and goal-posts to stands, floodlights,
retractable roofs, ice sheets, and more. Even the
smallest community stadiums now have their own
teams and individual kits so you’ll know exactly
what your players would wear while playing at
home, away or in the tournament. NEW
GOALKEEPING SYSTEM Player Intelligence can also
have an impact on your team's goals. FIFA has
introduced the goalkeeper AI, where players can
now make more intelligent decisions to allow them
to save the ball and bring their team-mates into
play. Shot stoppers make positioning even more
crucial during a match and learning from past saves
can allow the goalkeeper to predict future shots. On
a technical level, ball movement will now happen at
a better pace so the goalkeeper will find himself in
the right position quicker, no matter which direction
the ball is headed. 3D GROUND CONTENT New to
FIFA 22 is the 3D ground content that takes fans on
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a journey into the stadiums that their team calls
home. Navigate the players around the pitches, or
upgrade any stadium to its final glory as your team
come to life in the most immersive and authentic
3D environments in the franchise. BENCH
SELECTION Review Bench Players and get the most
out of your Bench. Customise your Bench to
strengthen your
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What's new in Fifa 22:

The Complete New Player Experience –
Get the players you want, customise
your team, and take them to new
heights. FIFA 22 boasts revolutionary
Player MyPlayer technology, allowing
you to unlock and personalise players
and kits and even create player
collectible cards in FIFA Ultimate Team.
All player cards can also be created and
crafted from in-game content.
Celebrating the Best of Brazil – The
Brazilian World Cup once again serves
as the inspiration for this year’s World
Cup kits. Brazil’s storied national team
is a force to be reckoned with, and
features on this year’s cover with Brazil
scorers Neymar (No. 10) and Philippe
Coutinho (right).
New Keymaster Technology – The new
Keymaster feature uses 12 microphones
to create a network across every
football pitch world-wide. The Game’s AI
network opens up a further layer of
intelligence on the pitch that will no
doubt pave the way for next generation
football. Watch it carefully, as the AI
feed of this technology could make
virtual footballers improve a lot and
make random actions more
sophisticated.
New Football Simulator and Goalkeeper
Features – More than you’ll ever need,
Fifa 22 features the most realistic
football simulation gameplay ever
created in FIFA. Enjoy a full set of game
modes featuring new gameplay
elements of lighter controllers, player
and AI team-controlled atmospheres,
and gameplay engine improvements
that deliver 30 more bugfixes across the
game.
FC Amatuer Kits – Distinct colours,
realistic cut-outs and genuine fans have
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contributed to this year’s fantastic new
Amatuer Kits. In Play Now mode, these
kits are only available to purchase, but
are safe bets as they can be purchased
in any game you have access to. These
kits will not be available via pack in
your game.
New Crowd Sounds – Over 30 new crowd
sounds are coming to your games.
Brand-New Soundtrack, Performances
and Television Soundtracks – A special
soundtrack has been developed to
accompany the 30th anniversary season
of FIFA, featuring the best of electronic,
pop, rock and folk. Performances and
television soundtracks bring together
the world’s top artists and bring the
game to life.
Brand-New Kit Sets – Working with the
Puma squad, Nike has developed a
range of unique and creative kits
featuring
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EA SPORTS™ FIFA 22 is the most authentic,
complete football video game experience in the
franchise. Players will take on the roles of club
legends, and compete to become the greatest
global football superstar. That’s football in a
nutshell. FIFA 22 lets you experience the game from
the pitch, in the press box or at home in ways never
before possible. Breaking into the next level of FIFA
gameplay and off the pitch innovation, this season
will be remembered as the one with everything.
Play as the biggest legends in the world Play the
game in a variety of modes with teams from all over
the world and dozens of authentic stadiums, all in
stunning high resolution. Still, there’s no better
place to start than the pitch. Build the ultimate
dream team and raise the game in incredible new
ways. FIFA 22 delivers a new authentic football
experience by introducing club legends and
legendary athletes. Every legend is supported by an
incredible cast of players who breathe real-world
emotion and personality into the screen. A
completely new game mode. Lose yourself in a free-
roaming adventure of the game’s most immersive
and addictive football experience. Powered by
Football is a brand-new experience, available in FIFA
22. In the heart of the game, alongside the new
legacy structure, players can now earn experience,
badges, and score many precious goals. Start off by
simply trying to score a goal. Every goal is a chance
to inspire the crowd and will earn you experience
points, which can be spent towards cool new badges
that will help unlock brand-new features and
abilities. Boost your squad with a vast array of new
strikers, defenders, midfielders and goalkeepers.
They’ll all receive unique abilities to help them to
succeed. Manager AI brings new possibilities and
dynamism to your playing and coaching, and is an
added layer of depth that helps you to successfully
manage your players in an epic battle of prestige
and power. Every goal is a chance to inspire the
crowd. Prepare for the Ultimate Dream Team, build
from the world’s greatest superstars, and claim your
game-changing squad with a limited collection of
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gamerscore. Experiment with the new Formation
Editor, which unlocks a world of new tactics and
looks. The game lets you switch roles and play as a
defender, goalkeeper, midfielder, attacker, or
substitute in Training Mode. In
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System Requirements:

For best performance, System Requirements are as
follows: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7:
Any CPU with a processor clock rate of at least 2
GHz RAM: 3 GB or more Graphics card: DirectX 9.0c
compatible DirectX: Version 9.0c Hard Drive: At
least 2 GB of free space Anti-virus: Anti-virus
software running in real-time DVD: Windows Vista or
higher For best performance, System Requirements
are as follows:Mac OS X
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